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Executive Summary
This deliverable describes all of the data generated, collected and curated within the ALIGNED
project. It describes how we use DataID as a machine readable metadata format and, how we
generated the descriptions of DBpedia and Seshat automatically and links to the existing
ALIGNED meta model vocabularies. We will include new datasets and update existing
description for the next deliverable iterations.
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1 Introduction
This deliverable describes how all of the data generated, collected and curated within the
ALIGNED project is managed. There are three main data sources in ALIGNED: vocabularies we
create for combined software and data engineering, datasets we maintain and experimental data
to support our scientific publications. For the vocabulary and dataset descriptions you’ll see later
in this document we have used the official guidelines in the Data Management Plan (DMP) from
the Horizon 2020 portal1. Experimental data will also follow this path. The ALIGNED data
management plan is not a fixed process; it will evolve and gain more precision and substance
during the lifespan of the ALIGNED project – both in this second release and with the final
release on month 24. Changes in this deliverable since D7.2 (ALIGNED Phase 1 Data
Management Plan) are provided in section 1.1 below.
The contents of this deliverable will inform the work of all ALIGNED workpackages but
especially WP2 (Meta-model Requirements and Design) where the publication of the ALIGNED
meta-model as Linked Data vocabularies will follow the patterns laid out here and WP6
(Validation) where experimental data will be collected and published using these guidelines.
The ALIGNED data management plan approach to describing datasets is to use DBpedia
DataID2 as the basis for dataset meta-data. We have developed a tool (the DataID to DMP
documentation generator) to take the raw RDF meta-data and render it into a human-readable
format, as in this report and the project website. Rather than centralising the data-management
problem this enables individual partners to retain responsibility for the data they publish and to
ensure that suitable meta-data is also produced. A copy of these meta-data files are then hosted
on the ALIGNED website and provide both links to the distributed data repositories and
descriptions of the contents in both human-readable and machine-readable (RDF) forms.
The structure of the rest of this document is as follows: Chapter 2 describes the ALIGNED Data
Management Plan approach, the DataID to DMP tool, an analysis of DataID use in the content of
the H2020 Open Research data pilot; Chapter 3 provides dataset descriptions for Seshat,
DBpedia, JURION and the ALIGNED meta-model; and finally Chapter 4 reviews future work.

1.1 Changes since deliverable D7.2
The following updates exist in this deliverable in comparison to D7.2
● Minor updates to the introduction and section 2
● Updated data descriptions for DBpedia (section 3.1), Seshat (section 3.2) and JURION
(section 3.3)
● Addition of ALIGNED meta model vocabularies (section 3.4), experimental data (section
3.5) and metadata section (section 3.6)
1

http://ec.europa.eu/research/participants/data/ref/h2020/grants_manual/hi/oa_pilot/h2020-hioa-data-mgt_en.pdf (accessed May 15th 2015)
2
https://github.com/dbpedia/dataid
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2 ALIGNED Data Management Plan
The ALIGNED project is focused on RDF and Linked Data. RDF is a W3C standard and is
already surrounded by a complete software stack for reading, storing, querying, analysing,
assessing, curating and enriching RDF data. Thus, the RDF data provided by ALIGNED provide
out-of-the box compliance to the additional guidance (Annex 2) of the DMP guidelines
(discoverability, accessibility, assessability and interoperability). Regarding usability beyond the
original purpose, it is described on a per-dataset basis. Ethics procedures govern all personal
data.
For ALIGNED datasets we use DataID [1] as a machine readable metadata format based on RDF
for all the data collected, processed or generated within ALIGNED. We see DataID as
complementary to ADMS3 (Asset Description Metadata Schema) and better fitting for DMP. As
a proof-of-concept, the human readable descriptions for DBpedia and Seshat are automatically
generated from their corresponding DataID files. For the next deliverable iteration we plan to
provide DataIDs for all data produced from ALIGNED.
ALIGNED ontologies or vocabularies, e.g. ALIGNED meta models or partner ontologies, use
Persistent URLs (PURLs) that with Linked Data provide RDF for machines or HTML for
humans through content negotiation. The project website aggregates all defined ontologies or
vocabularies.
In the next section we provide information on DataID and a comprehensive comparison to
ADMS, a candidate for our metadata description format. Finally we provide descriptions for the
existing data all partners use within ALIGNED.

2.2 DataID - DMP Generator
For the purpose of this deliverable we created a DataID to DMP generator4. The generator takes
as input a DataID file and produces an HTML report that can be used as-is for the current
deliverable. As this is an early prototype, only two out of three datasets described in this
deliverable iteration use the automatic report generation. However, we plan to extend this
approach to datasets produced by ALIGNED in our next reports.

2.3 DataID
Linked Open Data offers the unique chance of accessing vast amounts of machine-readable,
semantically annotated data. However, access is still limited by additional knowledge required
for data discovery. Data consumers have to know where datasets of interest are located, what
kind of data they contain, where to access them in which formats, as well as the terms of reuse.
To date, some parts of this important metadata can be found in various repositories, datahub.io
being the most accepted one, although various domain-specific repositories1 exist. Data models
3
4

http://www.w3.org/TR/vocab-adms/ (accessed May 15th 2015)
https://github.com/dbpedia/dataid/tree/master/dmp (accessed May 15th 2015)
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of these repositories vary and none of them offer enough granularity to sufficiently describe
complex datasets in a semantically rich way. For example, datahubu.io partially implements the
Data Catalog Vocabulary (DCAT) W3C Recommendation2, but only describes all resources
associated with a dataset superficially, be it an ontology, a single example file, a diagram or a
data dump as a distribution of the dataset. Most additional properties described are simple keyvalue pairs linked by dcterms:relation properties. This data model is semantically poor and
prohibitive for most use cases wanting to automatically consume the data of a dataset. The
DBpedia dataset, with its different versions and languages, multiple SPARQL endpoints and
thousands of dump files with various content serves as one example of the complexity metadata
models need to be able to express. We argue that the DCAT vocabulary as well as the established
VoID vocabulary only provide a basic interoperability layer to discover data. In their current
state, they still have to be expanded to fully describe datasets as complex as DBpedia, one of the
core datasets of the LOD cloud.
Especially three important aspects are underspecified in these vocabularies: (1) Provenance: a
crucial aspect of data and needed to assess correctness and completeness of the data conversion,
as well as the trustworthiness of the data source. (2) Licensing: Machine-readable licensing
information is as important, as it provides the possibility to automatically process and publish
only data that explicitly allows these actions. (3) Access: Finally, publishing and maintaining this
kind of metadata together with the data itself serves as LOD-compatible documentation
benefiting the potential user of the data as well as the creator by making it discoverable and
crawlable.
The DataID data model provides a uniform way to describe general metadata of datasets. In
particular, the data model is compliant with datahub.io but improves upon it by including richer
semantics for properties relevant to LOD datasets. Figure 1 provides a detailed depiction of the
DataID schema and shows how existing standard vocabularies (dcterms, dcat, sd, void, odlr) are
re-used within DataID.
2.4 Comparison of DataID to ADMS
Asset Description Metadata Schema (ADMS)5 s a profile of DCAT, used to describe semantic
assets (or just 'Assets'), defined as highly reusable metadata (e.g. xml schemata, generic data
models) and reference data (e.g. code lists, taxonomies, dictionaries, vocabularies) that are used
for eGovernment system development. In the following sections we provide a comparison of
ADMS to DataID and the rationale for using DataID for the description of the ALIGNED DMP.

5

http://www.w3.org/TR/vocab-adms/ (accessed May 15th 2015
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Figure 1: DataID schema diagram
2.4.1 Scope
ADMS
● Focuses on the description of (Semantic) Assets
● Works on the level of http://lov.okfn.org
● Describes highly reusable metadata (XML schemata, data models, taxonomies,
vocabularies, ontologies), distributions of Assets (mostly documents describing the asset)
● Definition of Asset in ADMS: "An abstract entity that reflects the intellectual content of
the asset and represents those characteristics of the asset that are independent of its
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physical embodiment. This abstract entity combines the FRBR entities work (a distinct
intellectual or artistic creation) and expression (the intellectual or artistic realization of a
work)"
DataID
● Focuses on the description of datasets
● Works on the level of http://datahub.io
● Describes datasets, which are collections of structured data, most of them using specific
data models, distributions of datasets (the data itself), their relations and metadata such as
provenance and license
● Main goal is to allow implementation of tools and helpers to maintain handling the data
(driven in a bottom-up manner, if someone needs more properties DataID can be
extended)
2.4.2 Compatibility
DataID and ADMS have complimentary semantic scopes. Nevertheless, we provide here a
comparison of these two specifications. ADMS descriptions can be linked by DataIDs via some
property (i.e. void:vocabulary), clarifying the underlying data model . Both are based on DCAT,
so there is core concept overlap. Shared properties are shown in Figure 2 below. Both
adms:Assets as well as DataID datasets are subclassOf dcat:Dataset.
adms:AssetDistributions are subclassOf dcat:Distribution, which is used in DataID.
Property

ADMS usage

DataID usage

dcat:distribution

rdfs:range
adms:AssetDistribution

rdfs:range
dcat:Distribution

dcterms:license

rdfs:domain
adms:AssetDistribution
rdfs:range
dcterms:LicenseDocument

rdfs:range
odrl:License

dcat:contactPoint

a vcard:VCard

a prov:Agent

dcterms:publisher

a foaf:Agent

a prov:Agent

dcterms:language

a dcterms:LinguisticSystem

a xsd:string

dcterms:format

a dcterms:FileFormat

a xsd:string

Table 1: ADMS and DataID shared properties
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Specific advantages of ADMS
● Versioning of assets is better modelled. adms:Assets can use the adms:prev,
adms:next and adms:last properties to link other versions of the same
adms:Asset. DataID only contains version Strings and a dcat:latestVersion
for versioning of datasets themselves. DataID provenance descriptions using
prov:wasDerivedFrom could be used to model versioning, too, adding the benefit of
being able to extend the versioning beyond the initial creation of a dataset (i.e. not
referring merely to a previous version of a dataset, but also to the original source of the
dataset (e.g. a PDF corpus, a database))
● Asset themes linked via dcat:theme are specified as skos:Concepts. DataID
does not have an equivalent model for topical grouping ( for DataID dcat:keywords can
be used to attach some additional information)
● ADMS specifies temporal and spatial metadata using dcterms:temporal and
dcterms:spatial. DataID does not have an equivalent model.
● Granular documentation in form of a w3c group note, no formal documentation with
DataID
Specific advantages of DataID
● Licensing is implemented in a more fine grained way, employing machine-readable
license descriptions using ODRL6 and additional descriptions using dcterms:rights.
ODRL descriptions for noteable licenses7 are available.
● Provenance is explicitly included and stressed in DataID through the inclusion of ProvO8, enabling provenance chains especially useful in humanities' datasets.
Generally, both ontologies could be trivially expanded with missing properties, should the need
arise or one specific point prove to be crucial in practice.
2.4.4 Integrated usage of both ontologies
As both ontologies have different semantic focus, they could be used complementary to get a
combinable description of the dataset and the ontology. DataID can be used to provide metadata
for the data itself, one metadata point being the data model used to structure the data. Example:
ex:DBpediaDataset
6

http://www.w3.org/ns/odrl/2/ (accessed May 15th 2015)
http://oeg-dev.dia.fi.upm.es/licensius/rdflicense/ (accessed May 15th 2015)
8
http://www.w3.org/TR/prov-o/ (accessed May 15th 2015)
7
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a dataid:Dataset ;
dct:title "DBpedia 2014 english" ;
dcat:distribution ex:DBpediaEnglishDistribution ;
void:vocabulary ex:DBpediaOntology .
ex:DBpediaEnglishDistribution
a dcat:Distribution ;
dct:title "The dbpedia dataset itself" ;
dcat:accessUrl <http://downloads.dbpedia.org/2014/en/> .
ex:DBpediaOntology
a adms:Asset ;
dct:title "DBpedia ontology asset description" ;
dcat:distribution ex:DBpediaOntologyDistribution .
ex:DBpediaOntologyDistribution
a adms:AssetDistribution
dct:title "The asset document itself:DBpedia ontology
file";
dcat:accessUrl
<http://downloads.dbpedia.org/2014/dbpedia_2014.owl> .

OWL

Because ADMS (always) and DataID (partly, only for dataset, not for distribution) use
subclasses of DCAT classes, queries that don't use inference should not be more complicated if
both DataID and ADMS descriptions are kept in the same triple store. With inference, the
specific types of the ADMS resources can be used to disambiguate the resources.

Implementation and adoption
It is worth noting that the success of either DataID or ADMS depends on adoption from dataset
maintainers. Adoption on the other hand depends on the add-on functionality the metadata may
offer but most importantly on the ease of generation by datast maintainers. An example of a
successful metadata schema that describes dataset statistics is VOID [2] that can be easily
generated with a variety of tools9.
With regard to DataID, it is in course of adoption by LingHub (metadata repository for linguistic
LOD), DataHub and DBpedia. DataID is also In the process of being extended to granular
service descriptions. Provides a generator102 for easy creation, as well as Datahub integration.
Generally, ADMS does not provide an alternative to DataID but a standardized solution for a
different use case (describing ontologies and vocabularies).
However, the metadata that DataID or ADMS describe are in most cases hard to generate
automatically without domain knowledge.

9

http://semanticweb.org/wiki/VoID
http://dataid.dbpedia.org/ (accessed May 15th 2015)

10
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3 ALIGNED Data Descriptions
In the following sections we describe data that partners already have and plan to use in
ALIGNED. At the time of writing we describe data provided from DBpedia, Seshat and
JURION. All datasets are described with a DataID file and the following documentation is
automatically generated.

3.1 DBpedia
Data set reference and name
● Name: DBpedia 2015-04 English dumps dataset
● Metadata URI: http://downloads.dbpedia.org/2015-04/core-i18n/en/2015-04_dataid_en.ttl
● Homepage: http://dbpedia.org/
● Publisher: DBpedia Association
● Maintainer: DBpedia Association
Data set description
● Description: DBpedia is a crowd-sourced community effort to extract structured
information from Wikipedia and make this information available on the Web. DBpedia
allows you to ask sophisticated queries against Wikipedia, and to link the different data
sets on the Web to Wikipedia data. We hope that this work will make it easier for the
huge amount of information in Wikipedia to be used in some new interesting ways.
Furthermore, it might inspire new mechanisms for navigating, linking, and improving the
encyclopedia itself.
● Usefulness: DBpedia is an extract of the global knowledge compendium Wikipedia.
Therefore it can serve many purposes, especially when general information about random
subjects are of interest. Links to other datasets or web sites may provide additional
context.
● Similar data: Similar data can be found in datasets like Freebase (https://freebase.com),
Wikidata
(https://wikidata.org),
Yago
(http://www.mpiinf.mpg.de/departments/databases-and-information-systems/research/yago-naga/yago//)
or OpenCyc (http://opencyc.org).
● Re-use and integration: http://datahub.io/dataset/dbpedia
Standards and metadata
● Metadata description is done in Linked Data using DataID, a metadata description
vocabulary based on DCAT. DMP reports are automatically generated and maintained up
to date using this metadata.

ALIGNED (H2020 Project #644055)
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Vocabularies and Ontologies used: http://downloads.dbpedia.org/2015-04/dbpedia_201504.owl
Data sharing
● License: CC-BY-SA3.0de
● ODRL license description: http://purl.oclc.org/NET/rdflicense/cc-by-sa3.0de
● Openness: There are no restrictions to the openness of all DBpedia data.
● Software necessary: No additional Software is necessary for reuse and integration
purposes.
● Repository: http://datahub.io/dataset/dbpedia
Archiving and preservation
● Preservation: Preservation and a continuous availability of all datasets (in all versions) is
a key aspect of the DBpedia association.
● Growth: Wikipedia and therefor DBpedia is experiencing an ongoing growth by a rate of
approximately 6M statements per year (en version).
● Archive: http://downloads.dbpedia.org

3.2 Seshat
Data set reference and name
● Name: Seshat: Global History Databank
● Metadata URI: http://www.aligned-project.eu/data/seshat_dataid.ttl#dataset
● Homepage: http://seshatdatabank.info/
● Publisher: The Evolution Institute
● Maintainer: The Dacura team at Trinity College Dublin
Data set description
● Description: Seshat is a set of historical and social science times series data describing
human societies from approximately 10,000BC to the present day. The data has been
collected for testing theories about sociocultural evolution and historical dynamics
(Cliodynamics). Each time series consists of approximately 1500 variables (properties of
human societies) sampled at approximately 100 year intervals (depending on the richness
of the historical record for a given place and time). Ultimately, the Seshat project would

ALIGNED (H2020 Project #644055)
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like to include all kinds of theoretically relevant data in it. However, given limited
resources, it is impossible to collect every possible variable time series. Instead, the
strategy is to rely on the “Big Question approach” that selects sets of variables relevant to
specific social science big questions that are coded first. As research projects studying
new big questions are funded, new sets of variables are added.
● Usefulness: The Seshat Global History Databank is a useful resource for interlinking
historical datasets from different sources. Users profiting from Seshat are domain experts,
open data developers, SMEs and researchers in data science and digital humanities.
● Similar data: DBpedia provides similar datasets
● Re-use and integration: Seshat data can be integrated into other datasets and reused for
data enrichment or mashup purposes.
Standards and metadata
● Metadata description is done in Linked Data using DataID, a metadata description
vocabulary based on DCAT. DMP reports are automatically generated and maintained up
to date using this metadata.
Data sharing
● License: CC-BY-SA 3.0
● ODRL license description: http://purl.org/NET/rdflicense/cc-by-sa3.0de
● Openness: Seshat is currently private, but will be open after an 18-month embargo.
● Software necessary: Seshat needs no additional software to be used. It will provide
complementary visualisations and tools
○ Archiving and preservation
● Preservation: Preservation of the data set is guaranteed by archival on a dedicated archive
server.
● Growth: The growth rate is approx. 5,000 datapoints or approx. 50,000 triples/month at
the moment. Data collection is rapid but the rate varies over time.
● Archive: TCD internal repositories
● Size: 950,000 triples

3.3 JURION
Data set reference and name
● Name: Wolters Kluwer JURION Dataset

ALIGNED (H2020 Project #644055)
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● Homepage: www.wolterskluwer.de
● Publisher: Wolters Kluwer Deutschland GmbH (www.wolterskluwer.de)
● Maintainer: Wolters Kluwer Deutschland GmbH (www.wolterskluwer.de)
Data set description
● Description: The Wolters Kluwer JURION dataset contains different document types and
formats. The relevant information is split into three formats: XML according to a DTD
for documents; RDF data for metadata; and SKOS concepts for controlled vocabularies.
Some metadata available in the XML is extracted and transformed into RDF using XSLT
scripts. This transformation is based on an OWL ontology for document structures or on
a SKOS schema derived from the controlled vocabularies. The information is designed
for improving functionalities in various steps of the content lifecycle processes and later
software functionalities, e.g. indexing, search suggestions, browsing, visualizations and
so on. Future extensions might also inspire new possibilities for content processing and
representations.
● Provenance: Wolters Kluwer Deutschland GmbH (www.wolterskluwer.de)
● Usefulness: WKD XML documents are the basis for most content-based applications
within the company. WKD vocabularies are a useful source to enrich WKD documents
and enhance therefore the way of finding and representing the documents on the JURION
platform. WKD RDF data are useful for internal WKD data management processes. As
WKD is an information service provider and content of good quality is a main asset, the
use of RDF metadata enables enhancements over the whole linked data lifecycle. The
result of the standardized and highly flexible data format is the implementation of new
data management processes with a much better quality, transparency and flexibility.
● Similar data: European legislation and jurisdiction (http://eur-lex.europa.eu), German
legislation
(http://www.gesetze-im-internet.de/),
EUROVOC
Thesaurus
(http://eurovoc.europa.eu/drupal/?q=de)
● Re-use and integration: A re-use of the data is currently only planned for WKD internal
purposes. The necessary technical infrastructure like CMS, metadata database based on a
triple store and a thesaurus management system is in place.
Standards and metadata
● The documents are based on XML according to a DTD. The vocabulary is represented in
SKOS. The RDF data is based on an OWL ontology.
Data sharing

ALIGNED (H2020 Project #644055)
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● Openness: The data set is not openly available, since it is intellectual property of WKD.
● Software necessary: n/a
Archiving and preservation
● Preservation: Preservation of the data set is guaranteed by archival on a dedicated archive
server.
● Growth: The growth rate for XML documents is not very high, since a lot of legal
documents are replaced by others and quite a few get outdated. The RDF transformation
is just starting at WKD, so that the data set size will substantially grow in the next years.
Afterwards it will be an ongoing so that the dataset will grow consistently. The number of
WKD Vocabularies and the data sets as such are also growing very fast due to a rising
internal demand. Currently, we have only German content, but plan to integrate also
further languages and topics. Goal is to cover all domains that are useful for the WKD
product landscape.
● Archive: WKD internal repositories
● Size: 1,8 Mio XML documents, 40 Mio RDF triples, 19.000 SKOS concepts

3.4 ALIGNED Meta Model Vocabularies
All the ALIGNED meta model vocabularies are listed on the project website11 both with a
human readable form (html) as well as a machine readable one (RDF) as Linked Data. As
described in Deliverable 6.2 APPENDIX 6, the meta model vocabularies publishing process is
described as follows.
The metamodel is developed as a set of self-documenting RDF vocabularies that are suitable for
consumption by the LODE tool12. The canonical development source for change-controlled
ALIGNED metamodel vocabularies is a public Github repository13. The canonical publishing
location for metamodel vocabularies, documentation, metadata and linked data is on the
ALIGNED project website. The development and publishing process used is illustrated as a
flow-chart in figure 2 and each step is explained below.

11

http://aligned-project.eu/data-and-models/
http://www.essepuntato.it/lode
13
https://github.com/aligned-h2020/ALIGNED_Ontologies
12
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Create/Edit Ontology

Protege, XTurtle or
other tool

Validation
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Create/Increment Semantic Versioning

http://semver.org/

Store in ALIGNED github
Update online
ontology
catalogues
Generate documentation
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Generate
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documentation

Deploy PURL
or W3ID
mappings

Deploy
Vocabularies

Figure 2: ALIGNED Metamodel Vocabulary Publishing Process

Create/Edit Ontology (or Vocabulary): A local copy of the vocabulary is edited. We place no
restriction on the tools to be used to edit the vocabulary but instead define a set of validation
rules that must be passed by all ontologies.
Validation: The vocabulary file is checked for conformance to the LODE RDF profile, the
ALIGNED data management metadata and valid RDF by the Dacura Schema Validation service
and/or RDFUnit. If validation fails then the vocabulary is re-edited until it passes.
Create/Increment Semantic Versioning: A new version number is created for the vocabulary
according to the semantics of semver.org.
Store in ALIGNED Github: The new validated and versioned vocabulary is committed to the
ALIGNED Github repository: https://github.com/aligned-h2020/ALIGNED_Ontologies
Generate Documentation: The LODE tool is used to generate HTML documentation for the
vocabulary.
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Generate Metadata Documentation: The DMP script will be used to generate HTML metadata
descriptions of the vocabulary.
Deploy PURL or W3ID Mappings: Any new or updated PURLs or W3IDs for the vocabulary
are deployed on the appropriate ID servers and on the local host servers for the datasets
Deploy vocabularies: The vocabulary RDF file(s), HTML documentation and vocabulary
metadata documentation are copied onto www.aligned-project.eu/data
Update Ontology Catalogues: Online ontology catalogues such as Data Hub14 are updated to
reflect the latest version of the vocabulary.

3.5 ALIGNED experimental datasets
Up to this time, no partner keeps any ALIGNED related experimental datasets. As scientific
papers are published that reference experimental data, the data will be made accessible through
the ALIGNED website.

3.6 ALIGNED-related data & metadata
Besides the ALIGNED datasets and vocabularies, the project keeps other up-to-date project
related information such as:
Publications: aggregated at the projects Bibsonomy account15
Videos: stored at the project’s YouTube account16
All the ALIGNED-related information is available from the project website.

4 Future Work
This deliverable will be iterated and updated on project month 24.
The ALIGNED project website already acts as a centralised hub of meta-data for the project
datasets so that a visitor can find all published data. The project website will remain up to date
with ALIGNED dataset descriptions even before the next deliverable iteration
Any experimental datasets being published by ALIGNED, i.e. to support our publications, will
be published on the next deliverable iteration.
ALIGNED Phase 2 Trial data will follow these processes

14

http://datahub.io/
http://www.bibsonomy.org/group/aligned/aligned-project
16
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCRJAHer4rhNwlPnZO5Dastg
15
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